Indiana University Southeast

Faculty Research and Creative Activity 2002

Compiled by the Office of Academic Affairs
ARTICLES

Allen, Anne.  AThe House as Social Metaphor: Architecture, Space and Language in Western Samoa@, in Representing Space in Oceania: Culture in Language and Mind, Giovanni Bennardo (ed.), Pacific Linguistics, Department of Linguistics, Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies, Australian National University, Canberra, 2002.

Altmann, James L.  AExtreme Volatility in Interest Rates and Earnings Growth Rates: The Bane of Forensic Economists@ in the Journal of Business Disciplines, Volume III, Number 1, Fall 2002.


Asare, Benjamin.  ALocal Involvement in Rural Development@ in Development in Practice, Volume 2, #2, May 2002, pp. 218-223.


Earley, Samantha. **A Dismantling Master Thoughts: Discourse and Race in Frederick Douglass= Narrative.** Atenea. 21, 1-2 (January-December, 2001): 179-192. (Listed as forthcoming last year; the journal finally was printed this year.)


Jamski, William. Calendar Problems. *Mathematics Teacher*, Volume 95, Number 5 (December 2002), pp. 698, 700. (Taken from *Middle Grades Mathematical Challenges from the Mathematics Teacher Calendar Problems*).

Jamski, William. Menu Problems. Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School, Volume 8, Number 2 (October 2002), pp. 96, 97, 98.


Sloss, G. Sam. 2002. AEvolution and Sociology. @ *Sociological Focus* 35 (3): 229-234.


Wheat, Jerry, Brenda Swartz and Rick French. A Developing Effective Faculty Competencies for Teaching International Business Topics, @ *The International Business and Economics Research Journal*, Volume 1, Number 5, pp. 17-23.


**BOOKS**

Cady, M.P. *Organic and Biochemical Experiments*, IUS, 2002. (Sold at IUS only)


Gugin, Linda and St. Clair, James. *Chief Justice Fred M. Vinson of Kentucky: A Political*


Smeal, Rosemarie. *Skills for Living: Group Counseling Activities for Young Adolescents* (Volumes 1 and 2 combined), Published in December 2002 in Korea, by Hakjisa Publishers.


**MEDIA MATERIALS**


**PAPERS PRESENTED**

Abshire, Jean. AThe Northern Ireland Conflict Presentation for the annual fall retreat of the Indiana Council on World Affairs, October 2002, Clifty Falls State Park, Indiana.


Ambrose, Timothy. ADe noche illegan de Cecilia Urbina y Hombres armados de John Sayles: dos visiones de to possible selvatico at the 54th Annual Kentucky Foreign Language Conference in Lexington, April, 2002.


Cady, M.P. A Calorimetry Experiment that Emphasizes the Affect of Surface Area upon Reaction Rates and the Errors Associated with Data Extrapolation: Acid Decomposition of Marble, Indiana Academy of Science, Butler University, October 11, 2002.


Carlton, Rebecca. Presented APresentation Skills to International Association of Administrative Professionals on March 14, 2002, in Louisville, Ky.

Carlton, Rebecca. Presented with panel on A Basic Communication in Action: Co-Curricular Events that Support the Basic Course at the National Communication Association Convention in November 2002.


deGraaf, Carl, Christiansen, Linda, Segal, Marcia & Wigley, Katherine. AEnabling First Year Faculty Dreams: A Collaborative Campus Project, 2002 POD Conference, Atlanta, GA, October 9-13, 2002.


Edmonds, K and Rollag, MD. Effects of age on pineal melatonin content and reproduction in the marsh rice rat (Oryzomys palustris). Poster presented at the Indiana Academy of Science Meeting at Butler University, Indianapolis, IN, October 11, 2002.


Fields, T.H. & Hines, P. Using Counseling Skills to Raise Student Achievement. Third Annual School Counseling Summer Academy of the Education Trust, June 6-8, Chicago, IL.


Finkbine, Ronald. Terms of Science, 13th International Conference on College Teaching & Learning, Jacksonville, 2002.


Forinash, K. & Wisman, R. A A Simple Approach to Virtual Laboratories, peer reviewed talk at the Second International Workshop on Tele-Education in Engineering using Virtual Laboratories, held at the Universite de Sherbrooke in Sherbrooke, Canada, on 8-9 August 2002.


French, Sandra and Sloss, Sam. AWhen Thanks is Not Enough. Presented at the meetings of the Society for Applied Sociology in Sacramento, California on October 18, 2002.


Hare, Sara. AFiling Charges: How the Victim-Defendant Social Relationship Affects Crime Victims= Decisions on Criminal Justice Steps. Presented at the annual meeting of the American Society of Criminology, Chicago, IL 2002.


Kalmey, Donald, Jeane Hanley and Thomas Keefe. Annual Meeting of the IASS, October 18, 2002, presentation titled AManaging Employee Competencies in an Information Technology (IT) Environment@.


Moffett, Susan. ABeyond Reproduction@ panel participant in conjunction with digital exhibit AMixed Metaphors@ Mid-America Print Council Biennial meeting, University of Wyoming, Laramie, October.


Myers, Judy M.  Presentation - December 2002.  AInnovative Partnership Between IUS Nursing and Hospice and Palliative Care of Southern Indiana@ to Board of Directors, Alliance Community Hospices and Palliative Care Services, Inc., Louisville, KY.

Myers, Judy M.  Presentation - April 2002.  AHistory of Women Leaders and Social Change in Kentucky@ Bullitt County Women=s Club, Lebanon Junction, KY.


Reid, Jacquelyn.  Centering Pregnancy, presented to the Kentucky Chapter of ACNM, Fall Meeting.


Ryan, Walter.  Presented Integrating Population Issues into Elementary/Middle School
Curriculum at the NSTA Regional Conference in October 2002.

Ryan, Walter. Presented Integrating Community Culture into Elementary/Middle School Mathematics at the KCTM annual conference in Louisville, KY in September 2002.


Sander, Kurt. AMusic Notation Software for the Liturgical Musician@ presented ROCOR Church Musician=s Conference, Chicago, IL, Oct. 2002.

Schansberg, Eric. Presented AReversing Robin Hood: Explaining and Reducing Redistribution to the Non-Poor@ at Christianity and Economics: Integrated Faith and Learning in Economic Scholarship, Baylor University (Waco, Tx: November 7-9, 2002).


Shen, Yu. January 18-20, SE/AAS (Southeast Conference, Association for Asian Studies), Chattanooga, TN. Topic: ASACO in War and Fictions.@

Shen, Yu. March 22-23, ICIP, Brown County State Park, IN. Topic: AChinese Nationalism in the 1990s.@


Sloss, G. Sam & Anderson, Sheila.  2002. Analysis of Traffic Collisions Involving Pedestrians and Bicycles During 2000 and 2001 in Louisville, Kentucky. This paper was presented at the U.S. Department of Transportation=s Transportation Research Board=s 16th Biennial Symposium on Visibility and Simulation in Iowa City in June 2002. The paper can be found at: http://www.co.jefferson.ky.us/PlanDev/Ped-BikeColRpt01.pdf.


Sung, Chang & Rex Gantenbein. AAffordable Knowledge Discovery Through Distributed Data Mining, @ 17th ISCA Int. Conf. On Computers and Their Applications (April 2002).


Thompson, Barbara. Indiana Counseling Association Annual Conference, Indianapolis, IN, AProblem Solving with Children=s Literature, @ February, 2002.

Thompson, Barbara. Indiana Teachers of Writing Annual Conference, Indianapolis, IN, AAssessing Young Children=s Writing@, October 2002.


Tipgos, Manuel. ACan Internal Control Prevent Management Fraud?@ AMeeting of the Minds@ Meeting. School of Business, Eastern Kentucky University. September 6-7, 2002.


Treves, D.S. AKey factors that drive microbial diversity in nature: studies from soil and sugar water@. Given to the Department of General Microbiology, Copenhagen University, Summer 2002.

Treves, D.S., H. Prutzman, J.M. Tiedje. Evaluation of a culture-independent, immunocapture-based method to study the metabolically active fraction of natural microbial communities. Poster at the 102nd American Society for Microbiology general meeting. Salt Lake City, UT.


Whitaker, Stanley. Presented: Kentucky Safety Center, AMANaging Anger: Yours and Mine,@ October, Madisonville, KY.

Whitaker, Stanley. Presented: Kentucky Safety Center, AMANaging Anger: Yours and Mine,@ November, Pikeville, KY.

Whitaker, Stanley. Presented: Kentucky Safety Center, AMANaging Anger: Yours and Mine,@ September, Covington, KY.

Whitaker, Stanley. Presentation at KASA, AMANaging Anger,@ June 2002 at the Galt House, Louisville, KY.


Wong, Alan and Ben Asare. The Academy of Business Disciplines Annual Conference, November 7-9, 2002, Ft. Myers Beach, Fl, Title of Presentation: AAn Economic Development Tale of Two Countries@.

Zorn, Christa. AVictorian Reader Response Theory@ 4/11-4/14/02, NEMLA, Toronto, CAN.

Zorn, Christa. AWhat=s Literature Got To Do With It? Transdisciplinary Pedagogy in the Feminist Classroom@ NWSA Conference, 6/13-6/16/02, Las Vegas, NV.

Zorn, Christa. AFrom Cosmopolitanism to Globalization@ 2/28-3/1/02, Comparative Literature Association, California State University, Long Beach, CA.
PERFORMANCES & CREATIVE WORKS


Clem, Debra.  **AFaces@** exhibit, Louisville Visual Arts Association - invitational.

Clem, Debra.  **AThe Figure 2002**, University of Indianapolis - invitational.

Clem, Debra.  **Gallery Affiliation**: SOHO20, New York, New York.

Clem, Debra.  Participated in **AGot Art@@**, a local studio sale with six other regional artists.

Clem, Debra and Brian Jones.  Two-person exhibition at Vincennes University. (Included a lecture and slide presentation.)

Dunn, Millard.  Read poems at the Southwest/Texas Popular Culture meeting in Albuquerque, NM, February 12-17, 2002.

Dunn, Millard.  Read poems at the annual meeting of the TACWT (Texas Association of Creative Writing Teachers), September 25-29, 2002.

Goldstein, Joanna.  Performances with the Kentucky Center Chamber Players: January 13, U of L Recital Hall (KCCP); March 3, U of L (KCCP); March 17, IUS (Steinways Alive, 2-piano concert); April 7, IUS (KCCP); October 6, Louisville, home of Carl Fischer (KCCP); November 17, U of L (KCCP).

Goldstein, Joanna.  Conductor of the IUS Orchestra: February 22 (Pops Concert); April 28 (Classical repertoire and student concerto soloist); June 23 (Pops and light classics).


Guenther, John.  **NCECA Connections: Ceramic Teachers from Liberal Arts Institutions.** This was a traveling exhibit that was featured in seven college or university galleries during most of 2002.

Guenther, John.  **Empty Bowls 2002.** Bellarmine University, Louisville, KY, October 17, 2002. 29 Louisville area ceramic artists created 2-6 bowls a piece to benefit Highlands Community Ministries Individual and Family Assistance Program.


Jones, Brian.  **2002 Biennial Alumni and Friends.** (Mary Anderson Center for the Arts), Actors Theater, Louisville, KY Invitational exhibition of past residents and officers of the MACA, each
artist exhibited one new work, Sept.-Oct.).

Jones, Brian. **Colorprint USA/Permanent Collection.** Landmark Gallery, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX. (Exhibition held in conjunction with 2002 Colorprint exhibition and symposium, works from the permanent collection of Texas Tech University, October).

Jones, Brian. **FACES.** Louisville Visual Art Association, Water Tower, Louisville, KY (Invitational curated exhibition).

Jones, Brian. **Bereavement.** Carnegie Center for Art and History. New Albany, IN (Invitational exhibition hosted by the Hospice of Indiana and the Carnegie Center for Art & History).

Jones, Brian. **MAPC Portfolio.** University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY (exhibition of prints created for the 2002 MAPC Conference), October.

Jones, Brian. **9/11 Memorial Portfolio.** Thomas Moore Hospital, Atlanta, Georgia (exhibition of prints created in response to the 9/11 terrorist attack, Opened September 11).


Moffett, Susan. **Colorprint USA, International Invitational Exhibit, Buddy Holly Center for the Arts, Lubbock, Texas, April 5-May 18.**

Moffett, Susan. **Mary Anderson Center Biennial Alumni and Friends Art Show, Actor=s Theater of Louisville, April 15-June 2.**


Moffett, Susan. **Exchange portfolio participant and exhibitor, Mid-America Print Council Biennial meeting, University of Wyoming, Oct. 2-5.**


Moffett, Susan. **Imagine 2002, Sixth Annual Art Auction, St. Francis High School, Louisville, March.**

Whitesell, Marilyn. **Spring 2002 - National Art Show 2002, Mary Anderson Biennial, Actor=s Theatre, Louisville, KY.**

Whitesell, Marilyn. **Spring 2002 - National Digital Art 2002, Kentucky State Univ. Frankfort, KY.**


REVIEWS


**OTHER**


Forinash, K. Review of the first eight chapters of a textbook by Trefil and Hazen targeted for liberal arts students. The publisher is John Wiley & Sons, Inc. I was invited to do a second review of the entire book but declined due to time obligations.

Forinash, K. Review of a manuscript submitted to American Journal of Physics by Heebok Lee, Sang-Tae Park, Keun-Cheol Yuk, and Heeman Lee titled ARemote Control Laboratory for Physics Experiments via Internet@.

Forinash, K. Review of a manuscript submitted to Physics Letters A by Hua Cun-Cau and Liu Yan-Zhu titled AKink and Solitary Wave Propagation of Sine-Gordon Equation with Spatiotemporal Perturbation@.


French, Sandra and Sloss, Sam. A Self Help Organizations: A Survey of Services Provided by Polio Organizations.@ A statistical summary of results of our survey of polio organizations was distributed to participants at the meetings for polio survivors held in Indianapolis in September, 2002. A copy of this report also appears at http://homepages.ius.edu/Special/PolioOrg/.

Haub, Elaine. Reviewed one article for the international journal Synthesis and Reactivity of Inorganic and Metal-organic Chemistry.


Squires, Frances. Manuscript Review for Del Mar Publishers: A Science, Experience It@ by Eva Stelzer.

Wall, Guy. Comparative Review: Ormrod, J. Educational Psychology: Developing Learners, 4th ed. For Merrill Education/Prentice Hall (Compared to Woolfolk, A. Educational Psychology 8th ed.).